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A Firsthand Account from a CDC Insider on the Link between Vaccines and Autism Vaccine Whistleblower
is a gripping account of four legally recorded phone conversations between Dr. William Thompson, a senior
scientist in the vaccine basic safety division at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).
Brian Hooker, a scientist investigating autism and vaccine research, and Dr. and reveals that the federal
government rigged research to cover up the hyperlink between vaccines and autism. Thompson claims,
&#147;vaccines are effective and safe,”” This book nullifies the government’s claims that &#147;Senior
people just do completely unethical, vile things and no one holds them accountable. Thompson, who is still
employed at the CDC under security of the federal Whistleblower Protection Take action, discloses a
design of data manipulation, fraud, and corruption at the best levels of the CDC, the federal government
agency responsible for protecting the health of Us citizens. Scientific truth and the fitness of American
children have been compromised to safeguard the vaccine system and the pharmaceutical sector. The
financial cost of the CDC’s corruption is staggering. Vaccine Whistleblower provides context to the
implications of Thompson’ The individual cost is definitely incalculable.s revelations and directs the reader to
political actions.
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If people like Ms. is definitely correct that the CDC can be a cesspool of corruption (we already know that
approximately Congress). If they are not getting paid then they're being foolish (I mean, why else would
you may spend countless hours on the web to defend this multi billion dollar sector?. Must read. However it
still seems that an agency that is accused by among its own top scientists, of wrongdoing and fraud
against our kids is not enough for the American people to stand up and become outraged.'. Whatever your
stance on vaccines, the only people who DON'T want an investigation into this are the hardline pro-vaccine
movement.After scanning this book, it begs the question, why do PRO vaccine hardliners ignore this blatant
corruption unless they're section of the pharma paid propaganda machine? If people like Ms. RFK, Jr. It
really is naïve to think that an industry which has recently been embroiled in CRIMINAL costs in america
and worldwide, would be therefore squeaky clean when it comes to vaccines.Barry will a great job of
analyzing the problem as an acceptable person. Even the foreword by RFK Jr is certainly more damning in
its depiction of the malfeasance at the CDC.. The world needs these details from #CDCWhistleblower
Every doctor should read this book. Everyone else (sensible parents, questioning parents, doctors, proscience minded people and vaccine wounded) should WELCOME further investigation?.). What's the
argument AGAINST a congressional hearing? If the CDC provides nothing to hide after that let's subpoena
them. I suspect the Congress is too craven and cowardly to open this vast can of worms, that the CDC
itself tested the Wakefield hypothesis regarding the MMR and autism, and confirmed the hypothesis. Posey
should launch the documents if they're therefore conclusively damning but she actually is naïve herself or
she actually is just therefore trapped on the flawed seat belt analogy that she can't see it (clicking into a
chair belt cannot cause brain injury). Publishing whistleblower documents of a government company is not
the official function of his. It should be done with a congressional hearing and go through the correct
channels. After all, you will want to? Reiss took a step back and understand that we were once convinced
by the Research, doctors and the federal government that smoking was Best for us, she would see that
this is no different. The ONLY study we will accept, as reasonable people, is the research of vaccinated Vs
unvaccinated which we are able to do by obtaining access to the SEED data currently being held "under
lock and important" by the CDC. This study may be the only one that can truly examine the health of our
children post vaccination rather than rely on "studies" carried out under suspicious circumstances
(Verstraeten Thimerosal study, 2004 MMR study, the Danish research etc). The words actually spoken
make the problem revealed absolutely very clear. It seems that Dr. Thompson himself desires the SEED
data to be given to independent bodies to review. Why is normally this so difficult? Well it's so hard because
we are up against a multi Billion industry and much like the reason the multi billion dollar National Children's
Study was abandoned (rather than even included vaccines) - they are scared of what they could find (or
have found). This is not going away. Five Stars great info. Within their attempt to save their professions
and their vaccine system they'll not admit the inherent risks involved in injecting neurotoxins and harmful
chemical cocktails into infants whose own immune system is not developed enough to have a response. A lot
of us have known for a long time that the press will assault anyone who queries vaccines because they rely
on Big Pharma marketing revenue, but this publication pulls pieces jointly to help the reader understand
precisely how deep this corruption operates, and how therefore many pieces of the puzzle fit jointly. Great
Book Hard to learn since the majority of the book is a conversation, nonetheless it is still fantastic
information and an excellent book general. Dr.. but soon the tsunami will reach the shore. And it's too late.
All. Over. The. (vaccinated). He still works there, most likely in a distant basement somewhere. Barry's book
will be a watershed moment, sadly another one, where the mainstream press turned a blind attention to
what's proving to become the crime of the 21st century. It's about period the general public was made
alert to how our CDC is misleading us on Vaccines science Too bad the ignorant public and frequently even
more ignorant physicians are not necessary to read this book The book is easy to read This book contains
the complete transcript of the legally taped conversations between Dr. Hooker and Dr... Thompson was

author of the research that the federal government continually uses to assure parents that there surely
is no hyperlink between autism and vaccines. He today alleges that those very studies were manipulated and
fraudulent, intentionally handled so that parents were not told the reality - that vaccines can, and do,
cause autism.The book also explains how the organization Autism Speaks, which assures parents repeatedly
that autism is a genetic condition that has nothing to do with vaccines, is a front for the CDC, funded by
the same people and acting purely as spokespersons for the CDC and pharmaceutical agenda.Before Big
Pharma transmits people here to post one star reviews and cry 'debunk', be aware that this case cannot
possibly have been 'debunked' - the case is not even heard, in spite of requests from Congressman Posey to
members of Congress to read the thousands of documents that he has obtained under the Freedom of
Info Act to support Dr. Thompson's claims.Shockingly, also to those that knew about this case for over a
calendar year, the book reveals the way the federal government has helped manipulate the media simply by
instructing them never to give 'weight' to any kind of scientist who queries vaccine safety..The book is
simple to read, and lays to rest the media claims that the CDC Whistleblower is 'debunked' or a trivial
matter. Because much of the book is a primary transcript of varied phone conversations, it really is
sometimes a little confusing, however the author then does a good job of giving a synopsis of the
whistleblower case.It'll now end up being interesting to observe how this tale progresses. The author's plea
is certainly that parents, outraged by this intentional policy of lies and deception, spread the tale
themselves, through social media and word of mouth. For sure, mainstream media wont' contact it, and
when they do, they will pay lip-service with their Pharma masters. Just view these reviews! Kevin Barry
provides complete transcript of Dr. How come that? This publication was only just released, but I'm
wagering that within a few days, there will be a large number of Pharma tools on here giving one star
evaluations and crying 'Debunk! William . Kennedy creates a scathing survey of the state of the crumbling
agency and why the American people should wake up. William Thompson, CDC scientist and whistleblower.
This is and should end up being recognised as an essential part of the historical record upon this topic of
vaccination. The truth The truth The Truth Exposed As the Swamp is Silent Excellent read and
transcription from the 2014 CDC Whistleblower exposing destruction of papers to hide deadly outcomes of
vaccine studies. Thompson's revelations of scientific analysis fraud at the best levels of the CDC, which he,
as a senior scientist, participated in, and the destruction of proof that fraud. World. Whistleblower status
means they can not fire him, but it addittionally means he has legal protection to provide congressional
testimony only under subpoena. I saw that Ms Reiss (comments below) thinks that Rep. Safety ought to
be 1st. Reiss took a step back and remember . MUST Read & Share. He singles out the mass media as being
complicit in this crime against our children and the fitness of future generations.CDC has lied. They will
have altered data and you also have followed their recommendations and the children inside our nation are
being harmed due to the ongoing perpetuation of the lies..Parents. You have already been lied to. You should
know the reality about vaccine injury, loss of life and harm. That is going to be the scandal of mammoth
proportions when it is finally acknowledged. Please read and talk about this book! Please read this book and
talk about it with any expecting parents or parents of small children you know. I will be contacting my
political representatives to consult why something isn't being done about it. drip drip. Vaccine industry
corruption My one sentence summary: The CDC is a cesspool of corruption, where researchers deliberately
covered up their very own research proving vaccines trigger autism. Increasingly more children are being
harmed each day. William S. It was not hard read this reserve in one sitting as it soon became clear that it
is one of the most important pieces of proof CDC malfeasance that people have seen yet. Excellent book.
All this can disappear completely if we have new and INDEPENDENT research. Kevin Barry gives the full
transcript of Dr. So-So I got bogged straight down in the dialogue.
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